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ABSTRACT

Hosted by: Professor Ron Hess

Plans for large payload robotic missions to the ancient highlands of Mars and for human Mars missions
are driving the development of entry, descent, and landing technology. For the next generation of robotic
missions, it is desired to land 0.8 - 2.0 t payloads within 10 km or less of the specified landing site at an
elevation of +2 km Mars orbiter laser altimeter or more. Human missions require landing 40-80 t within
100 meters. To accommodate the large masses it is likely that higher ballistic coefficient landers will be
used and require higher lift to achieve the higher elevation landing sites. With higher ballistic coefficient
comes the potential for higher heat flux and the need to fly the lander in a such a way that the heat flux
does not exceed the vehicle limits.
The responsibility of hypersonic entry guidance is to command the control variables -- bank angle and
possibly the angle of attack -- during the atmospheric flight that deliver the vehicle to a desired state for
parachute deployment and keep the vehicle and payload within heating and acceleration limits along the
way. An overview of the technical challenges for entry guidance and approaches we have developed to
meet these challenges will be presented. These entry guidance approaches have been implemented in
algorithms that have been tested extensively in computer simulations. The most recent work concerns
the development of guidance algorithms to support Mars precision landing and a Crew Exploration
Vehicle flight test.
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